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Licence Guard / Code Scrambler

LICENCE GUARD

Protect Strategic Intellectual Property

The products you create and sell
deserve to be licenced. Your

Formalise Licence Revenue Streams

principals should insist on
Self Managed, sign your own products

protecting your revenue stream and
obtaining additional sales with

Anti Tamper Mechanisms built in

increased user counts.

100% Native AX Solution producing only
Licence Guard puts you in control.

X++ code

CODE SCRAMBLER

Any licensing module for the extensible ERP solution that

Code Scrambler allows you to protect your intellectual

Code Scrambler allows you to

constitutes Dynamics AX must provide a hub to manage

property within Dynamics AX.

protect your intellectual property

licensing for both Microsoft and it’s value added partners.

without breaking out of Dynamics
AX.

Is there anything in your product that you see as a key
To date it has been impossible for 3rd parties wishing to

differentiator between you and your competition that you

manage licensing for 3rd party content effectively.

would not want readily exposed or plagiarised?

but crucially will still be compilable

Licence Guard changes this by providing a framework

Code Scrambler will provide the protection you need.

X++ AX code.

that allows 3rd parties to licence their products side by

The code itself will be obfuscated

side with Microsoft and other 3rd Parties.

Code Scrambler is a native AX application and it's sole
role is to obfuscate X++ code. This is achieved by

COMBINED

Licence Guard has anti tamper mechanisms and provides

utilising a multitude of techniques that are randomly

Licence Guard and Code

flexible handling of your licensing requirements.

applied according to a few simple user selected

Scrambler, when combined are a



Perhaps you want a Demo version?

powerful tool to leverage in the



Maybe a product release that reduces features

development and deployment of
your key intellectual property to
your customers.



parameters.

available if the licence is allowed to expire?

Code Scrambler is a very powerful toolset that generates

Or you want a tiered product controlled by

obfuscated code that behaves EXACTLY as your original

licence code rather than managing multiple

code.

product streams?

AXIMPROVE
IP Protection

AXIMPROVE
Innovative Solutions

Features and Benefits
Licence Guard:
Issue your own licences
Secure Revenue Stream

PRODUCT WARRANTY

Licence by AX user count

All AXImprove products come with

Issue Demo Licences

full warranty and a time limited free

Issue Tiered licences (STD/ENT)
Perpetual or Date Limited

email support service.

Anti Tamper Mechanism built in
Allow Grace periods on expiry
Allow feature reduction on expiry
Multiple Vendor compatible

ROADMAP HIGHLIGHTS
Issue Named User Licences

Code Scrambler:

Object and Method name
obfuscation

Protect your Intellectual Property

Optional “Call Home” Web Service

Obfuscate your code
Produces AX X++ code
No 3rd party tools required
No AV false positives
Maintain Open Source

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

Unique Obfuscation results per run

AXImprove prides itself on creating

Only authorised maintenance can be

and delivering innovative solutions

performed

for Dynamics AX - every time.

If you need a solution let us know
your problem. We will solve it.

Additional Information

SERVICES AVAILABLE
Technical Support

Individual Bespoke Service available .

Design Authority

For your specific IP Protection projects, contact us.

Solution Creation
Escalations Service

These products are written for Dynamics AX 2009.
For more information on any of our

For other versions please contact us.

AXIMPROVE

on the Web at:

The principals at AXImprove have been providing solutions for

www.aximprove.co.uk

Dynamics AX (previously Axapta) since 1998.

IP Protection

products or services please visit us

Our sole focus is on providing Innovative Solutions for Dynamics
AX and improving the experience of this class leading ERP
system.

The Meridian, Copthall House,
Station Square, Coventry,
West Midlands, England
CV1 2FL
Phone +44 1383 517341
Email sales@aximprove.co.uk
Web www.aximprove.co.uk

